
Constr. Approx. CONSTRUCTIVEAPPROXIMATIONc 1994 Springer-Verlag NewYork Inc.Polynomial Wavelets on the IntervalTheodore Kilgore, and J�urgen PrestinAbstract. We investigate a polynomial wavelet decomposition of theL2(�1; 1)-space with Chebyshev-weight, where the wavelets ful�ll certaininterpolatory conditions. For this approach we obtain the two-scale rela-tions and decomposition formulas. Dual functions and Riesz-stability willbe discussed. 1. IntroductionThe wavelet approach has been proved already as an e�cient tool to analyzefunctions (compare [1], [4], [6]). Starting from considerations on IRn there arealso well-known results on bounded intervals and in the periodic case. In par-ticular, in the periodic case a wavelet analysis by trigonometric polynomials isobtained for the �rst time by C.K. Chui, H.N. Mhaskar [2]. A corresponding ap-proach where the wavelets and scaling functions ful�ll interpolatory conditions isoutlined in [11] and [12] and is based on results of A.A. Privalov [13]. Here we usealgebraic polynomials to obtain orthogonality with respect to the Chebyshev-weight between the wavelets and corresponding scaling functions. These under-lying functions ful�ll interpolatory conditions on certain Chebyshev-nodes. Thusthey are bounded and localized. In fact, we use here the extrema of the Cheby-shev polynomials T2j as nodes which guarantee the nesting property from onelevel to the next (see e.g. [7], [5]).The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce thenecessary preliminaries and de�nitions. With Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we give ahelpful representation of our scaling functions and wavelets which is in particularreasonable for e�cient calculations. Here we also formulate our basic result,namely the orthogonality between the scaling functions and the wavelets fromthe same level. In Section 3 we consider algorithms for the basis transformations;i.e., we represent scaling functions and wavelets from the level j in the basis ofscaling functions from the level j+1, named two-scale relations, and backwards,called decomposition.Date received: March 3, 1994; Date revised: ; Communicated by .AMS classi�cation: 41A05, 41A10, 65D05.Key words and phrases : Wavelets, Chebyshev polynomials, interpolation, reconstruction,decomposition 1



2 T. Kilgore, and J. PrestinDual scaling functions and wavelets are studied by C.K. Chui and J.Z. Wangin [3]. Here we obtain representations for the dual functions of our algebraicpolynomial approach, which are again well-localized. In Section 5 we investigatethe Riesz stability of our bases. Therefore we state Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund-typeinequalities for weighted Lp-spaces. As an easy consequence we obtain errorestimates for the interpolatory projection into the space of scaling functionsusing the concept of the best one-sided approximation by algebraic polynomials.2. Scaling functions and waveletsIn the sequel we denote by �n the set of all polynomials of degree at most n.Furthermore let Tn and Un be the Chebyshev polynomials of �rst and secondkind, respectively; i.e.,Tn(x) := cos n arccos x and Un�1(x) := sin(n arccos x)sin(arccos x) :Important identities for our purposes areUn�1(x) = 1nT 0n(x)and U2n�1(x) = 2Un�1(x)Tn(x):Furthermore we denote by !j the product!j(x) := (1� x2)U2j�1(x) ; j = 0; 1; 2; : : ::The zeros of !j are cos k�2j for k = 0; : : : ; 2j;which are in fact nothing else but the extrema of T2j . Let us remark here thatthe zeros of !j are also zeros of !j+1. Now we are able to introduce the so-calledscaling functions�j;l(x) := !j(x)!0j(cos l�2j )(x� cos l�2j ) ; l = 0; : : : ; 2j; j = 0; 1; : : : :Easily we conclude the representation (see e.g. [14], p. 33)�j;l(x) = (1� x2)U2j�1(x)2j(�1)l+1(x� cos l�2j ) �j;l;(2.1)where, here and in the following,�j;l := � 12 if l = 0 or l = 2j ;1 if l = 1; 2; : : : ; 2j � 1:



Polynomial Wavelets 3Furthermore we have the interpolatory property�j;l(cos k�2j ) = �k;l ; k; l = 0; : : : ; 2j(2.2)and the equality Vj = �2j , where Vj denotes, as usual, the space of scalingfunctions Vj := spanf�j;l : l = 0; : : : ; 2jg:Hence, dimVj = 2j + 1:(2.3)In the sequel we also need a somewhat di�erent representation of the scal-ing functions �j;l, which is in particular useful for the application of the fastChebyshev transform to compute the interpolants (see also [5]).Lemma2.1. The scaling functions can be written as�j;l(x) = 12j�1 2jXr=0 Tr(x)Tr(cos l�2j )�j;r�j;l :Proof. By the identity(1 � x2)U2j�1(x) = T2j�1(x)� xT2j (x) ;one concludes from (2.1) that�j;l(x) = �j;l2j ((�1)lT2j (x) + (�1)l cos l�2j T2j (x)� (�1)lT2j�1(x)x� cos l�2j )= �j;l2j �T2j (cos l�2j )T2j (x)= + T2j�1(cos l�2j )T2j (x) � T2j (cos l�2j )T2j�1(x)x� cos l�2j ) ;fromwhich the assertion follows directly by the Christo�el-Darboux formula (seee.g. [14], p. 35). utNow it is straightforward to de�ne a corresponding interpolation operator Ljfor given functions on [�1; 1] by the Lagrange formulaLjf := 2jXl=0 f(cos l�2j )�j;lwith the simple properties



4 T. Kilgore, and J. PrestinLjf(cos l�2j ) = f(cos l�2j ) ; l = 0; : : : ; 2j;Ljf 2 Vjand Ljf = f for all f 2 Vj:Let us continue with the following de�nition of our wavelets  j;l for l =0; : : : ; 2j � 1 and j = 0; 1; 2; : : :; namely j;l(x) := T2j (x)2j(x� cos (2l+1)�2j+1 ) �2!j(x)� !j(cos (2l + 1)�2j+1 )�= T2j (x)2j(x� cos (2l+1)�2j+1 ) �2(1� x2)U2j�1(x) � (�1)l sin (2l + 1)�2j+1 � :Again we have an interpolatory property for the wavelets, not at the originalzeros of !j, but at the zeros of !j+1 which are not zeros of !j; i.e., j;l(cos (2k + 1)�2j+1 ) = �k;l for k; l = 0; : : : ; 2j � 1 :(2.4)Hence, we have, for the wavelet spaceWj := spanf j;l : l = 0; : : : ; 2j � 1g ;the properties dimWj = 2j(2.5)and Wj � �2j+1 :(2.6)Note that in this approach Wj and Vj do not have the same dimension. Beforestating the fundamental orthogonality condition between the scaling functionsand the wavelets with respect to the inner product(f; g) := 1Z�1 f(x)g(x) dxp1� x2 ;let us derive a representation of the wavelets in terms of Chebyshev polynomials,which is also very useful for computational purposes.



Polynomial Wavelets 5Lemma2.2. The wavelets can be written as j;k(x) = 12j�1 2j+1Xr=2j+1Tr(x)Tr(cos (2k + 1)�2j+1 )�j+1;r :Proof. The combination of the two Christo�el-Darboux formulas2 2jXr=0 Tr(x)Tr(cos (2k + 1)�2j+1 )�j;r = T2j (x) sin (2k+1)�2j+1 (�1)k+1x� cos (2k+1)�2j+1and 2 2j+1Xr=0 Tr(x)Tr(cos (2k + 1)�2j+1 )�j+1;r= T2j+1 (x) cos (2k+1)�2j+1 � T2j+1+1(x)x� cos (2k+1)�2j+1 + T2j+1 (x) = (1� x2)U2j+1�1(x)x� cos (2k+1)�2j+1yields the desired result. utBy Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, the orthogonality of the scaling functions and waveletsfrom the same level now follows directly from the orthogonality of the Chebyshevpolynomials.Theorem2.3. For l = 0; : : : ; 2j and k = 0; : : : ; 2j � 1,(�j;l;  j;k) = 0:As an easy consequence of Theorem 2.3, (2.3) and (2.5)-(2.6), we deduce anorthogonal decomposition of the spaces Vj .Corollary2.4. For all j = 0; 1; 2; : : :,Vj+1 = Vj �Wj(2.7)and by de�ning W�1 as V0 we obtain�2j+1 = Vj+1 = jMk=�1Wk:For further development we also need the following important relationshipbetween function values of the scaling functions and the wavelets, which can beobtained from the following well-known quadrature formula of Lobatto-Markovtype ([14], p. 50)1Z�1 p(x) dxp1� x2 = �n n�1Xm=1 p(cos m�n ) + �2n(p(1) + p(�1));(2.8)



6 T. Kilgore, and J. Prestinwhich holds for all polynomials p 2 �2n�1. To apply (2.8) for p 2 �2n we writep = p2n�1+ T 2n and obtain1Z�1 p(x) dxp1� x2 = �n n�1Xm=1 p(cos m�n ) + �2n(p(1) + p(�1)) � �2 :(2.9)Lemma2.5. For l = 0; : : : ; 2j and k = 0; : : : ; 2j � 1,�j;l(cos (2k + 1)�2j+1 ) = � j;k(cos l�2j )�j;l:(2.10)Proof. Using the quadrature formula (2.8) with n = 2j+1 and the interpolatoryconditions (2.2), (2.4) for the scaling functions and the wavelets, respectively,we get1Z�1 �j;l(x) j;k(x) dxp1� x2 = �2j+1 2j+1Xm=0�j;l(cos m�2j+1 ) j;k(cos m�2j+1 )�j+1;m= �2j+1�j;l(cos (2k + 1)�2j+1 ) + �2j+1 j;k(cos l�2j )�j;l:Now the proof is complete by using the orthogonality stated in Theorem 2.3. utNote that Lemma 2.5 can also be used as a proof of Theorem 2.3 if onecomputes the corresponding function-values from the de�nitions of the scalingfunctions and wavelets. Trigonometric identities yield�j;l(cos (2k + 1)�2j+1 )��1j;l = � j;k(cos l�2j )= (�1)k+l sin2 (2k+1)�2j+12j+1 sin (2k+2l+1)�2j+2 sin (2k�2l+1)�2j+2 :For completeness we repeat here the interpolatory conditions�j;l(cos k�2j ) =  j;k(cos (2l + 1)�2j+1 ) = �k;l:3. Two-scale relations and decompositionConsidering (2.7), one is interested in representing the wavelets from Wj andthe scaling functions from Vj in terms of the basis from Vj+1; i.e., determine thecoe�cients cj;n;l and dj;n;l in the so-called two-scale relations�j;n = 2j+1Xl=0 cj;n;l�j+1;l ; n = 0; : : : ; 2j;



Polynomial Wavelets 7and  j;n = 2j+1Xl=0 dj;n;l�j+1;l ; n = 0; : : : ; 2j � 1:This can be easily done by applying the interpolation operator Lj+1. One ob-tains, by using the interpolation properties (2.2) and (2.4),�j;n = Lj+1�j;n = 2j+1Xl=0 �j;n(cos l�2j+1 )�j+1;l= �j+1;2n+ 2j�1Xl=0 �j;n(cos (2l + 1)�2j+1 )�j+1;2l+1and  j;n = Lj+1 j;n = 2j+1Xl=0  j;n(cos l�2j )�j+1;l= �j+1;2n+1+ 2jXl=0  j;n(cos l�2j )�j+1;2l:Let us illustrate the basis transformation now in matrix representation. There-fore we reorder the �j+1 and take at �rst the �j+1;2l with even index and thenthe �j+1;2l+1 with odd index. For further development, we shall denote the cor-responding permutation matrix by Pj.Here we get as a matrix Cj:�j+1;0 � � � �j+1;2l � � � �j+1;2j+1 �j+1;1 � � � �j+1;2l+1 � � � �j+1;2j+1�1�j;0...�j;n �n;l �j;n(cos (2l+1)�2j+1 )...�j;2j j;0... j;n  j;n(cos l�2j ) �n;l... j;2j�1



8 T. Kilgore, and J. PrestinDenoting the identity matrix of dimension 2j by I2j and de�ning the diagonalmatrix Ej := (�k;l�j;k)k;l=0;:::;2jand the function value matrixKj := � j;n(cos l�2j )�n=0;:::;2j�1l=0;:::;2j ;we can summarize the results. Note, that by Lemma 2.5 we can write �EjKTjfor the right upper block of the matrix Cj.Theorem3.1. For the matrix of the two-scale relations it holdsCj = 0B@ I2j+1 �EjKTjKj I2j 1CA :Then the reconstruction algorithm for a sumf = 2jXl=0 fj;l�j;l + 2j�1Xl=0 gj;l j;lreads as follows f = 2j+1Xl=0 fj+1;l�j+1;lwith 0BBBBBB@ fj+1;0fj+1;1:::fj+1;2j+11CCCCCCA = PTj CTj 0BBBBBBBB@ fj;0...fj;2jgj;0...gj;2j�11CCCCCCCCA :Now we are interested in the more interesting case of decomposing a givenfunction from Vj+1 into wavelets fromWj and scaling functions from Vj. There-fore we have to determine a and b in the equation�j+1;n = 2jXl=0 aj;n;l�j;l + 2j�1Xl=0 bj;n;l j;l(3.11)Then we can explain the inverse C�1j of the matrixCj of the two-scale relationsas the following basis transformation:



Polynomial Wavelets 9�j;0 � � � �j;l � � � �j;2j  j;0 � � �  j;l � � �  j;2j�1�j+1;0...�j+1;2n aj;2n;l bj;2n;l...�j+1;2j+1�j+1;1...�j+1;2n+1 aj;2n+1;l bj;2n+1;l... j+1;2j+1�1Theorem3.2. For the decomposition matrix C�1j ,C�1j = 12 0B@ I2j+1 +EjBj EjKTj�Kj I2j 1CA(3.12)with Bj := � (�1)r�s2j �r;s=0;:::;2j :Then the decomposition algorithm for anyf = 2j+1Xl=0 fj+1;l�j+1;lis given by f = 2jXl=0 fj;l�j;l + 2j�1Xl=0 gj;l j;l ;



10 T. Kilgore, and J. Prestinwhere 0BBBBBBBB@ fj;0...fj;2jgj;0...gj;2j�11CCCCCCCCA = (C�1j )TPj0BBBBBB@ fj+1;0fj+1;1:::fj+1;2j+11CCCCCCA :Proof. We have to show that (3.12) is the inverse of Cj, which means thatI2j+1+1 = 12 0B@ I2j+1 + EjBj + EjKTj Kj EjKTj �EjKTjKj +KjEjBj �Kj KjEjKTj + I2j 1CA :This is equivalent to KjEjBj = 0(3.13) KjEjKTj = I2j(3.14) EjKTj Kj = I2j+1 � EjBj;(3.15)where (3.13) follows immediately from (3.14) and (3.15). To prove (3.14) and(3.15), we use Lemmas 2.1 and 2.5. For the �rst assertion, we obtainKjEjKTj = 0@� 2jXt=0  j;n(cos t�2j )�j;t(cos (2l + 1)�2j+1 )1An;l=0;:::;2j�1= 0@ 2jXt=0 �j;t(cos (2n+ 1)�2j+1 )�j;t(cos (2l + 1)�2j+1 )��1j;t1An;l=0;:::;2j�1= 0@22�2j 2jXt=0 2jXr=0 �j;r�j;tTr(cos (2n+ 1)�2j+1 )Tr(cos t�2j )2jXs=0 �j;sTs(cos (2l + 1)�2j+1 )Ts(cos t�2j )1An;l=0;:::;2j�1= 0@22�2j 2jXr=0 2jXs=0 �j;r�j;sTr(cos (2n+ 1)�2j+1 )Ts(cos (2l + 1)�2j+1 )2jXt=0 Tr(cos t�2j )Ts(cos t�2j )�j;t1An;l=0;:::;2j�1 :



Polynomial Wavelets 11Now the last sum with respect to t can be easily computed by using the quadra-ture formula (2.8) and the orthogonality of the Chebyshev polynomials, namely2jXt=0 Tr(cos t�2j )Ts(cos t�2j )�j;t = 2j�1�r;s��1j;r :By the Christo�el-Darboux formula and its limit case2jXr=0 T 2r (x)�j;r = 14(U2j+1 (x)� 2T 22j (x) + 2j+1 + 1)(3.16)we conclude thatKjEjKTj = 0@21�j 2jXr=0 �j;rTr(cos (2n+ 1)�2j+1 )Tr(cos (2l + 1)�2j+1 )1An;l=0;:::;2j�1= �21�j �n;l4 �U2j+1 (cos (2n+ 1)�2j+1 ) + 2j+1 + 1��n;l=0;:::;2j�1= (�n;l)n;l=0;:::;2j�1 :Analogously, we continue withEjKTj Kj = 0@� 2j�1Xt=0 �j;n(cos (2t+ 1)�2j+1 ) j;t(cos l�2j )1An;l=0;:::;2j= 0@2j�1Xt=0 �j;n(cos (2t+ 1)�2j+1 )�j;l(cos (2t+ 1)�2j+1 )��1j;l 1An;l=0;:::;2j= 0@22�2j 2j�1Xt=0 2jXr=0 �j;r�j;nTr(cos (2t+ 1)�2j+1 )Tr(cos n�2j )2jXs=0 �j;sTs(cos (2t+ 1)�2j+1 )Ts(cos l�2j )1An;l=0;:::;2j= 0@22�2j�j;n 2jXr=0 2jXs=0 �j;r�j;sTr(cos n�2j )Ts(cos l�2j )2j�1Xt=0 Tr(cos (2t + 1)�2j+1 )Ts(cos (2t+ 1)�2j+1 )1An;l=0;:::;2j :Using the quadrature rule (2.8) twice, with 2j and 2j+1 nodes, respectively, (seealso [14], p. 49), namely:2j�1Xt=0 Tr(cos (2t+ 1)�2j+1 )Ts(cos (2t+ 1)�2j+1 ) = 2j�1��1j;r�r;s(1 � �r;2j );



12 T. Kilgore, and J. Prestinwe obtain, again by the Christo�el-Darboux formula and (3.16),EjKTj Kj = 0@�j;n21�j 2j�1Xr=0 �j;rTr(cos l�2j )Tr(cos n�2j )1An;l=0;:::;2j= ��l;n � �j;n (�1)l+n2j �n;l=0;:::;2j ;which proves the theorem. ut4. Dual scaling functions and waveletsWith the results for decomposition and reconstruction we are able to constructthe dual functions.For l = 0; : : : ; 2j, the dual scaling functions ~�j;l 2 Vj are uniquely de�ned by(�j;k; ~�j;l) = �k;l for all k = 0; : : : ; 2j:Analogously, for l = 0; : : : ; 2j � 1, the dual wavelets ~ j;l 2 Wj are uniquelyde�ned by ( j;k; ~ j;l) = �k;l for all k = 0; : : : ; 2j � 1:Hence the dual functions are characterized by their coe�cients with respect tothe original basis in Vj and Wj, respectively.Theorem4.1. For the dual scaling functions ~�j;l; l = 0; : : : ; 2j,~�j;l = 2jXt=0 �j;l;t�j;twith �j;l;t := 2j� �l;t��1j;t + (�1)l�t� :Analogously, for the dual wavelets ~ j;l; l = 0; : : : ; 2j � 1,~ j;l = 2j�1Xt=0 �j;l;t j;twith �j;l;t := 2j� �l;t + 1� :



Polynomial Wavelets 13Proof. At �rst we remark that from the de�nition of the dual functions andfrom the decomposition formula (3.11), we have2jXt=0 �j;l;t(�j+1;2s; �j;t) = (�j+1;2s; ~�j;l)= 2jXr=0 aj;2s;r(�j;r; ~�j;l) + 2j�1Xr=0 bj;2s;r( j;r; ~�j;l)= aj;2s;land2j�1Xt=0 �j;l;t(�j+1;2s+1;  j;t) = (�j+1;2s+1; ~ j;l)= 2jXr=0 aj;2s+1;r(�j;r; ~ j;l) + 2j�1Xr=0 bj;2s+1;r( j;r; ~ j;l)= bj;2s+1;l :Now we compute the inner products on the lefthand-side by the quadrature rule(2.8) and (2.9), respectively, namely:(�j+1;2s; �j;t) = �2j+1 2j+1Xr=0 �j+1;2s(cos r�2j+1 )�j;t(cos r�2j+1 )�j+1;r= �2j+1 �s;t�j;sand(�j+1;2s+1;  j;t) = �2j+1 2j+1Xr=0 �j+1;2s+1(cos r�2j+1 ) j;t(cos r�2j+1 )�j+1;r � �2 2�2j= �2j+1 �s;t � �22j+2 :Denoting Gj := (�j;l;t)l;t=0;:::;2j and Hj := (�j;l;t)l;t=0;:::;2j�1 ;we can summarize Gj( �2j+1 I2j+1Ej) = 12(I2j+1 + EjBj)and Hj( �2j+1 I2j � �22j+2Jj) = 12I2j ;



14 T. Kilgore, and J. Prestinwhere Jj is the 2j �2j matrix with constant entries 1. Simple matrix operationsyield Gj = 2j� (E�1j +Bj)and Hj = 2j� I2j + 1�Jj;which proves the Theorem. ut5. Riesz stability and error estimatesIn a recent paper, G. Min [7] considered the Lagrange interpolation based onthe zeros of (1� x2)Tn(x)T 0n(x)(5.17)and proved the weighted Lp-convergence for all continuous functions but withoutany quantitative knowledge of the error with respect to the smoothness of theunderlying function. Note that this is also discussed by P. Nevai ([9], Theorem6) and the �rst named author [10].Here we generalize this result to obtain weighted Lp-convergence for all Rie-mann integrable functions. Furthermore we describe the error in terms of thebest one-sided approximation in the weighted Lp-space. To agree with our for-mer de�nitions we formulate the results only for the interpolation operators Lj ,built from a dyadic nesting of nodes. The case of general n in (5.17) can behandled analogously.As an essential step we need an Riesz stability argument for the scaling func-tion basis in Vj. In our interpolatory approach this is nothing else than anMarcinkiewicz-Zygmund type inequality for polynomials because the point eval-uations of a scaling function are nothing else than the coe�cients in the basisrepresentation. Therefore let us de�ne, for 1 � p <1,kgkp := 0@ 1Z�1 jg(x)jp dxp1� x21A 1pand kgkp;j := 0@2�j 2jXk=0 ����g(cos k�2j )����p1A 1p :Theorem5.1. Let g 2 Vj and 1 < p < 1. Then there exist positive constantscp and Cp, depending only on p, such thatcpkgkp;j � kgkp � Cpkgkp;j :(5.18)



Polynomial Wavelets 15Proof. The assertion can be obtained from the corresponding trigonometricinequalities. Namely, we have for all trigonometric polynomials h of the formh(t) = a0 + r�1Xk=0(ak cos kt+ bk sin kt) + ar cos rtthe inequalitiesc0p 2�Z0 jh(t)jp dt � 12r 2r�1Xk=0 jh(k�r )jp � C0p 2�Z0 jh(t)jp dt(5.19)with certain positive constants c0p; C0p, depending only on p, 1 < p < 1. Thiscan be deduced from [17], Theorem X.7.5, see also [16]. Now we only have to usethe transformation x = cos t and the identitycos (2j+1 � k)�2j = cos k�2j for all k = 1; : : : ; 2j � 1to obtain the equivalence between (5.18) and (5.19) for even h. utWith this fundamental equivalence result (5.18), we are able to state the con-vergence estimates. One of the main tools here is the best one-sided approxima-tion, de�ned by~En(f; Lp) := inf fkQn � qnkp : qn; Qn 2 �n withqn(x) � f(x) � Qn(x) for all x 2 [�1; 1]g :Theorem5.2. Let f be a given bounded and measurable function on [�1; 1].Then for all 1 < p <1,kf � Ljfkp � (1 + Cpcp ) ~E2j (f; Lp) :Proof. Let ~E2j (f; Lp) = kQ2j � q2jkp :Then, by applying (5.18) twice, we obtainkf � Ljfkp � kf � Q2jkp + kQ2j � Ljfkp� ~E2j(f; Lp) + CpkQ2j � Ljfkp;j� ~E2j(f; Lp) + CpkQ2j � q2jkp;j� (1 + Cpcp ) ~E2j (f; Lp) : ut



16 T. Kilgore, and J. PrestinFrom Theorem 5.2 we can easily obtain convergence results for certainsmoothness classes of functions f by the corresponding results for the best one-sided approximation (compare e.g. [8],[15]).Corollary5.3. Let 1 < p < 1 and s = 0; 1; 2; : : : . Then for Riemann inte-grable f , limj!1 kf � Ljfkp = 0and for f (s) of bounded variation in [�1; 1],kf � Ljfkp � C2�sjp V (f (s)):6. AppendixLet us illustrate with some examples that the special choice of Chebyshev nodesavoids oscillations near the boundary �1. At �rst we give some graphs of thescaling functions and wavelets.
Fig. 1. Graphs of �6;32 and �6;48 : Graphs of  6;32 and  6;48 :At the end we decompose a cubic B-spline s with interior nodes at 0 and �0:5into its wavelet parts. Therefore we interpolate s at 1025 points to obtain L10s.Then we use our algorithms to compute the orthogonal projections PWj (L10s)into the wavelet spaces, which detect the discontinuities of the third derivative
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Fig. 2. Graph of PVj (L10s); j = 4;3;2 : Graphs of PWj (L10s); j = 9;8;3 :of s. Furthermore we include graphs of some orthogonal projections PVj (L10s)into Vj .Because of the very small maximum value of the wavelet parts one cannot seeany di�erence in the graphs of s and P Vj (L10s); j = 4; 5; : : : ; 10.The local behaviour of the wavelet part in Figure 2 follows from localizationproperties of the error of the orthogonal and the interpolatory projection intoVj, namely s � PVj s and s � Ljs. However, the quantitative description howthe wavelet coe�cients rely on local smoothness properties of the underlyingfunction s remains open. 7. AcknowledgementsThe authors thank the referees for their helpful comments to improve thismanuscript.
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